“We are big enough to
count, but small enough
to care”

Sarah Foubert
HRM
BDO

What really sets BDO apart from other players in the
sector, however, is its friendly culture in which employees
are treated as individuals.

’’Managers, partners and all employees are equally
respected.’’
A diploma is certainly important, but enthusiasm and a
positive attitude are equally essential. We are looking for
applicants for all our departments: company auditors,
accountants, tax consultants, legal advisors,
consultants for the public sector, risk assurance services
and corporate finance.
“If your profile matches this description, go ahead and
apply,’’ recommends Sarah Foubert.

“Communication within the company is open,’’
comments Sarah Foubert.

Damien SCHROBILTGEN
Human Resources Manager
Goodyear Innovation
Center Luxembourg
I joined Goodyear Luxembourg around 5 years ago
right after I graduated as Business Engineer from the
University of Liege.
After having spent two and a half years as Recruitment
Specialist, I joined our European Headquarter in Brussels where I was responsible for People Development
& HR day-to-day activities within a Business Re-engineering Project covering all key business areas (Finance, HR, Supply Chain, Purchasing,...) across Europe,
Middle East & Africa. I immediately understood that
a team effort with people from different background,
nationality and specialization was key to be successful.
Since a few months, I am back in Luxembourg as the
Human Resources Manager of the Goodyear Innovation Center Luxembourg which is Goodyear’s major
tire research and development center outside of the
United States. We have around 900 engineers, scientists and technicians engaged in the development of car,
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“Nobody’s perfect
but a team can be”
light truck, truck and farm tires for the European, African and Asian markets. Modern facilities and technical
equipments assist the 36 nationalities-strong group in
maintaining Goodyear’s position.
While Rich KRAMER, our CEO, expects us to be first in
the global tire industry, he is also very clear that this will
only be possible by attracting, developing, motivating
and retaining the best team of associates. This really expresses the company’s investment in its workforce. As
we believe that we succeed together, through genuine
teamwork, so will we be first with the best team of
associates. Not singular stars. Not a culture of heroes.
All the team members, with their special skills and attributes, work together. By doing so, the team’s effectiveness multiplies.
I am really proud to be part of a multicultural, exciting
and very challenging organization which strongly focuses on people and teams.
www.move-up.lu
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Advertorials

In our sector,’’ explains Sarah Foubert from BDO, ’’the
consultant is in direct contact with the client. This gives
rise to a very specific corporate culture: you have to be
very flexible, both in your working hours and in your
approach to assignments,
since you can’t plan for everything. You also have to be
suitably diplomatic and genuinely client-oriented. And
obviously, juggling with figures requires careful
attention to detail.’’

SUPER MOTIVATED AND DYNAMIC EMPLOYER...
SEEKS YOUNG GRADUATES.
Auditors - Accountants - Advisers

You’ve got a good head for figures and you know how to interpret legal texts ?
You have an outgoing personality and you’re a team player ?
You’re always keen to learn more ?
Then BDO has certainly your dream job !
Check out our job offers on our website jobs.bdo.be
and apply online !
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